PROCEDURES FOR OBTAINING USE OF THE CALA ACCREDITATION SYMBOL AND ACCREDITED LAB COMBINED ILAC MRA MARK

Should an accredited laboratory wish to obtain permission to use the CALA Accreditation Symbol, or the Accredited Lab Combined ILAC MRA Mark, the Assessment Assistant must be contacted in writing at: ksmith@cala.ca

Upon receipt of the written request, the Assessment Assistant will forward the license agreement to the laboratory for review and signature. Any questions regarding either the license agreement itself or the use of the CALA Accreditation Symbol or Accredited Lab Combined ILAC MRA mark should be directed to the Assessment Assistant.

Note that the laboratory is not authorized to make use of the accreditation symbol or Mark unless and until the agreement has been fully executed by the laboratory and CALA.

The laboratory forwards the signed license agreement to CALA, together with a Certificate of Insurance as per clause 6 of the License Agreement. A faxed or emailed copy of the agreement and certificate of insurance will be accepted.

Upon receipt of the signed license agreement(s) and certificate of insurance, a CALA signing officer will review and sign the documents. The Assessment Assistant will then release approval to use of the CALA Accreditation Symbol or Accredited Lab Combined ILAC MRA mark via email to the laboratory together with a fully executed version of the license agreement(s).

The CALA Accreditation Symbol

The Accredited Lab Combined ILAC MRA Mark